
HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER ON CURRENT EVENTS

more. Virginia has been a university English instructor for over 20 years. She specializes in helping people write essays
faster and easier.

What is the effect on Africa of the fact that many children have been forced to be soldiers? But the entire study
has to be focused on one plot. You may write a separate draft for that. Are Cryptocurrencies the Future of
Finance? Include keywords that will define the nature of your study and will help readers find your paper in
databases. Read a few books or articles on topics you find of interest. Do not sacrifice readability for brevity.
How can ethnic killings be stopped in Sudan? People from all walks of life participate in this event. The
Paralympics involve athletes with various deformities like vision challenges, polio, and limb deformities. Does
evidence suggest they are right? Games and other exercises are important for physical and mental stability.
Students are encouraged to gather to discuss all possible topic ideas. Pertinent Vocabulary: Try using specific
jargon and active verbs in lead to make it interesting, impactful and lively. How can cities in the U. Include all
the facts about a place not just favoring one side by avoiding the controversial issues. The problem is that in
high school, topics for research projects are typically defined by a teacher and students enter higher school
completely unprepared to select topics for their research on their own. Should the death penalty be outlawed
throughout the U. Subjects range from people to inanimate objects. Final Touches After writing your essay,
comes another crucial part that is proofreading. And what methods were used to analyze the data? Put the page
number consecutively. Update Your Readers: Readers already know the breaking news due to modern media
culture and technology. Is recap culture hurting television? In general, the first paragraph must be: Concise.
For instance, The United States presidential election of  Technology What current ideas are scientists
researching to eliminate the problem of malaria? The first draft has a lot of room to improvise. Emphasize
these aspects in the lead of your article.


